Prerequisite Sequence for Required IE Courses

**Math** 190 → **Math** 191 → **Math** 192 → **Math** 291 → **Math** 280 or 480 → **Math** 392

**Phys** 215+L → **Phys** 216+L

**Chem** 111 → **Chem** 112 → **CE** 233 → **Engl** 218 → **Comm** 265

**IE** 110, **Engl** 111G, **ME** 159

**IE** 152 → **IE** 151

**Other Required Courses**
**Psy** 201G/Soc 210G, **Econ** 251G/252G

**Suggested Area IV Courses**
**ChE** 361

**Other Required Courses**
**Engl** 218, **Comm** 265
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CO – co-requisite
SS – Senior Standing
S – Spring Only
F – Fall Only